
The Monkeys & the Moon

T

    Once, in the distant past, there was a band of monkeys. They lived in a forest, and in the forest was a 
well. One night, the leader of the band of monkeys peered into the well, and seeing the reflection of the 
moon in the water, said:

m

    "Look! The moon has fallen into the well; we ought to get it out or our world will be without a 
moon."

m

    The other monkeys looked into the well and saw that it was indeed so. "Yes," they agreed. "We 
should certainly get the moon out of the well."

s

    So the monkeys formed a chain, each holding onto the tail of the one before, while the monkey at the 
top of the chain held onto a branch to support them.

t

    The branch began to bend under the weight of the monkeys as they lowered themselves into the well, 
and soon began to crack. The water was disturbed and the reflection of the moon disappeared, the 
branch broke, and the monkeys tumbled headlong into the well.

b

    WHEN THE UNWISE HAVE AN UNWISE LEADER THEY ARE ALL LED TO RUIN. 

     

Opame, Chenrezik & Dolma

O

    The Celestial Buddha Opame (Amitabha) looked down on the world from his Pure Land, and saw 
the suffering of all beings. Opame felt great compassion for them. From this thought of compassion 
Chenrezik (Avalokiteshvara) was born: the embodiment of compassion; the Lord of Compassion. The 
mountains opened, and water poured forth over the land and flowed into the Indian Ocean. Chenrezik 
appeared on an island in the middle of Lhasa, and seeing the suffering of all beings, vowed that he 
would help all beings to realize nirvana, the ultimate reality, peace. Chenrezik vowed that he would 
never withdraw from the world until all living beings, right down to the last blade of grass, attained to 
peace.

p

    In the lake there were many beings, and they all cried out for bodies. Chenrezik, hearing their cries, 
gave the beings the bodies they asked for, but they were all the same, and so the beings all begged to be 
different from one another. Chenrezik then gave each of them a different body, each distinctive and 
unlike any other.

u

    Chenrezik, the Lord of Compassion, preached the dharma, the teachings of the buddhas, that all 
beings in the lake, countless numbers of them, could attain nirvana. Many beings did attain the peace of 
nirvana, but every time Chenrezik returned to the lake, there were many more beings, far more than he 
had already helped.

h

    Again he preached the dharma, and again many beings attained nirvana. When Chenrezik looked 
into the lake for the third time and saw so many beings needing help, he grew full of despair. Realizing 
what an impossible task he had set for himself, he cried to the Celestial Buddha Opame that he wanted 



to give back his noble vow, for the task was too great for him alone to fulfill. In his despair and 
compassion Chenrezik's body shattered into innumerable pieces.c

    Opame, seeing his plight, reformed his body, giving him even more power to help all living beings. 
Chenrezik now had eleven heads, surmounted by Opame's own head, and a thousand arms, and an all-
seeing eye in the palm of each hand. Still Chenrezik saw his task as impossible: even with a thousand 
arms and eleven heads, there were so many beings and their minds were so clouded with impure 
thoughts. Chenrezik cried, and from a crystal teardrop on his cheek, Dolma (Tara) was born to help 
him.h

    So there is no being, no matter how insignificant, whose suffering is not seen by Chenrezik or 
Dolma, and who cannot be touched by their compassion. DDD

How Asango Came to See the Future BuddhaH

    Asanga, the learned sage, his heart set on realizing the inner wisdom, meditated in retreat for many 
years. The object of his meditation was Champa (Maitreya), the Buddha of the future who resides in 
the Tushita heaven awaiting his descent to earth. Asanga was patient in his endeavors, but even he, 
after many years of earnest meditation, was beginning to be frustrated by his attempts to attain the 
wisdom he desired.w

    One day, while taking a walk outside of his cave, Asanga noticed some birds landing on a nearby 
overhanging rock. Where the birds' wings brushed the rock as they landed, Asanga noticed a deep 
crevice had been worn in the rock. Asanga reflected on the countless number of years it must have 
taken for the soft brushing of birds' wings to make such a deep indentation.t

    On returning to his cave, Asanga, his senses sharpened by deep meditation, heard the soft drip of 
water over stone. On closer examination he found a small rivulet of water running down the rock face; 
over the years the gentle dripping of the water had cut a deep pathway into the rock.

�

    "If birds' wings and water can cut into the rock," Asanga thought, "Then so can I, through 
meditation, cut through the layers of mind and so attain wisdom." So, Asanga continued to meditate, 
but still without result. It seemed the more earnestly he sought wisdom and the more passionately he 
tried to invoke Champa, the more impossible it became. Asanga left his cave to search for food, and he 
came upon a man rubbing a stout iron bar with a piece of cotton. Asanga inquired of the man what he 
was doing, and the man replied that he was making a needle. Asanga was amazed that the man should 
consider it possible to make a needle by rubbing soft cotton over a thick iron bar, and when he said as 
much, the man replied, "If a man is really determined to do something, he will not meet with failure, 
even if the task is seemingly impossible."e

    Asanga found renewed strength, believing his task no harder than that of the man making the needle, 
and returned to his cave inspired to continue with his meditation. After he had been meditating for 
twelve years, still without result, Asanga finally decided to leave his retreat and give up his meditation 
on Champa, for Champa would not appear to him, even after so many years of trying.

�

    Upon leaving his retreat Asanga came upon a dog mad with pain from a wound in its side which was 
infested with worms. Asanga felt great compassion for the dog and wished to relieve its suffering, but 



knew that if he removed the worms from the dogs side, then they would surely die for lack of food. 
Asanga decided to remove the worms, and place them on his own flesh so that they could continue to 
live. Just as Asanga reached out to remove the worms, he held back. "If I remove them with my 
fingers," he thought, " then I may crush them." So, closing his eyes, Asanga leaned forward to lick the 
worms from the wound on the dogs side. Just as his tongue touched the dog, it disappeared, and in its 
place, bathed in a pool of brilliant light, appeared Champa, the future buddha.p

    Overcome with emotion, Asanga spoke to Champa: "For so many years and in so many ways I have 
tried to see you. Why now - now that my thirst is gone, do you appear before me?"

�

    Champa replied: "It is only now, through your great act of compassion, that your mind is pure and 
therefore able to see me. In truth I have been here all the time."t

    Then Champa instructed Asanga to carry him on his back into the city so that other people might see 
him. This Asanga did, but the people, their minds clouded by impure thoughts, could not see Champa, 
and they thought Asanga was mad when he cried that he had Champa on his back. One old woman who 
looked and saw a puppy on Asanga's back was immediately endowed with riches. A poor porter caught 
a glimpse of Champa's toes, and from that moment onwards attained power and tranquility of mind.

�

    Champa then took Asanga to the Tushita heaven, and there he was able to receive the teaching and 
gain the insight that had eluded him for so many years. gg

The Castle in the LakeT

    In the land of Tibet, there was a beautiful lake surrounded by hills and mountains. So beautiful and 
clear was the lake that people who passed by would gasp in wonderment. Some would say that when 
the sun was high in the sky, casting the shadows of the mountain peaks across the calm expanse of 
water, it looked just as if there was a castle in the lake, a castle of such vast proprtions that it filled the 
water. So the lake soon came to be known as "The Castle Lake."w

    Many stories grew up around the lake and its castle. Sometimes it was said that when the moon 
shone full and the stars gleamed like diamonds on the water, people could be seen rising from the lake, 
strange people, with eyes afire and flowing hair hanging like wet leaves around their faces. Or fiery 
dogs would appear to tear the flesh from lone travelers walking the beach in innocence.

�

    But, as is often the case with legends, father told daughter and mother told son through many 
generations, until the stories grew bigger and bigger with each telling, and finally they conveyed much 
more than the original teller intended. Soon it was generally accepted that there was indeed a castle in 
the lake, and that the castle had a king. The king, it was said, had many retainers, men who by some 
misfortune had fallen into the lake, or who had been captured while walking alone on its shores and 
were thereafter forced to remain in the service of the king.w

    One day a young herdsman was tending his yaks on the eastern side of the lake. Feeling a need for 
refreshment, he left his herd and made his way down to the waters edge. After he had splashed the 
cooling water onto his face, he lay back against a large rock, took his cheese and barley bread from his 
bag, lit a small fire to heat up his butter tea, and began to have his lunch.b

    While he was eating, Rinchen began to reflect upon his life. His mother was a cruel woman; she 



forced him to work hard so that she could buy new clothes and eat well, while he had to be content with 
a few cast-off rags and the scraps of food his mother did not want. Thinking thus, Rinchen began to 
cry. The tears rolled down his cheeks and sobs shook his body; he could work no harder and yet his 
mother wanted more and more.m

    As the boy began to pack away his things he looked up and saw a man standing at the waters edge. 
The man was tall and dressed in a black chuba dripping with water, looking just as if he had come up 
out of the lake. Recalling the stories he had heard about the Castle Lake and the king's retainers, 
Rinchen began to panick, and was just starting to run away when the man spoke.R

    "Why do you cry so?" the man asked. Rinchen turned to see the man and saw that his face was 
gentle and kind, and heard that his voice was soft and melodious. All the fear seemed to leave his body 
and he walked toward the tall man standing in the shallows of the lake. The man repeated his question 
and the man told him about his mother and how she forced him to work harder and harder in order to 
keep her.k

    "Come with me into the lake," the man said, "for the king is a kind man and may be able to help you 
with your problem." The young herdsman began to feel fear well inside him once more, for he was sure 
that if he went into the lake he would never return. The tall man sensed the boys fear, but in gentle 
tones which felt like music to the ear, he persuaded the young herdsman that he need not fear for his 
life.l

    "I am one of the king's retainers," said the man. "I will take you to see him and see that you return 
safely." The young herdsman thought for a moment, "What have I to lose? My mother is so cruel that 
even death would be better than spending the rest of my life in her bondage." And so, throwing his fear 
away, Rinchen followed the king's retainer into the lake.a

    The water was warm and friendly, and the boy was surprised that he could breathe quite freely. The 
king's retainer asked the boy to close his eyes as he led the boy through the water to the castle. When 
they stopped and Rinchen opened his eyes he saw that he was standing in a large hall, elaborately 
decorated in gold, shining silver, and beautiful shell. At the end of the hall was a throne, and on the 
throne sat an old man, the king.t

    The beckoned to the boy to come forward and as he did so Rinchen noticed that he was not alone in 
the room with the king and his retainer, for standing on each side of the throne were more retainers, 
dressed in black chubas just like the tall man who met him on the shore of the lake. When he reached 
the foot of the king's throne one of the retainers sprang forward and placed a small stool in front of the 
throne for the boy to sit on. Nervously, Rinchen sat down and looked up into the watery blue eyes of 
the king.t

    "Why do you come here?" asked the king in a deep voice which resembled the distant rumblings of 
thunder. The boy told the king his story, just as he had related it to the retainer on the shores of the 
lake.l

    The king listened, and when Rinchen had finished his story he turned toward his group of retainers 
and motioned for one of them to come to him. The retainer approached the king and bent low while the 
king whispered instructions into his ear. The young herdsman strained but could not hear what the king 
was saying. The retainer left the hall and returned a few moments later with a dog.

�



    "Take this dog," said the king to the young herdsman, "but take care that you always feed it before 
you feed yourself, that is very important." Rinchen took the dog, and with his eyes closed let himself be 
led to the shores of the lake. When he opened his eyes he was alone with the dog.

�

    The young herdsman went home with the dog, and from that day on, everything he desired appeared 
before him. He would wake up in the morning and find That barley had been placed in the barley chest, 
butter in the butter chest and money in the money chest. Even new clothes appeared in his clothes 
chest. He was very happy and always took great care of the dog, heeding the kings instructions to 
always feed it before feeding himself.a

    Rinchen's mother was amazed that suddenly her son should become so wealthy, and one day she 
decided to go out with the herd of yaks to see if she could discover the source of infinite plenty. While 
the mother was out of the house the young herdsman decided to watch the dog, for he was curious and 
wanted to know how the animal managed to produce the money and food. Hiding himself in the house, 
he watched the dog as it entered the door, walked over to the hearth, and violently began shaking itself.

�

    Suddenly, the dogs skin fell to the ground, revealing a beautiful woman, the most beautiful woman 
Rinchen had ever seen. The woman went to the barley chest, opened the lid, and placed in it the barley, 
which appeared from nowhere. Then she did the same with the butter chest, the tea chest, the money 
chest, going all about the house producing everything that the boy and his mother needed.

�

    Rinchen could contain himself no longer. He seized the dog's skin and threw it into the fire. The 
beautiful woman begged him not to do so, but it was too late, the skin had burned quickly and was soon 
just a pile of ashes. Frightened that the chief's son would see the woman and take her for his wife, 
Rinchen covered her face with soot to hide her beauty, and kept her in the house away from the eyes of 
the people.t

    Soon, the young herdsman grew very rich, and with his wealth he grew exceedingly bold. "Why do I 
worry," he thought, "I have much money; the chief's son will not dare to steal the woman from me, for 
I can buy weapons and men." Thinking this, Rinchen washed the soot from the beautiful womans face 
and took her into town to show her to the people, for he was very proud of her beauty.

�

    The chief's son was in town and he saw the woman. He was determined that she should become his 
wife, and sent his men to fetch the woman to him. The young herdsman was distressed and called upon 
the men of the town to help him, but they were too afraid of the chief and his son, and not one man 
would come forward to help Rinchen save his woman.w

    Feeling very sad, the young herdsman went down to the shore of the lake, sat down by the large rock 
and began to cry. Just as before, the king's retainer appeared. "Why do you weep this time?" he asked. 
"I have lost my woman," the boy replied, and told the whole story of how he had burned the dog skin 
and kept the beautiful woman hidden from the eyes of the people by covering her face in soot, but 
growing bold he washed her face, showing her beauty to the chief's son, and so lost her forever.

�

    The retainer asked Rinchen to follow him into the lake again, for the king needed to be told the story. 
"Perhaps," said the retainer, "the king may be able to help you again." The young herdsman soon found 
himself in front of the throne once more at the feet of the king of the lake. After he heard the story of 
how Rinchen had lost the beautiful woman, the king gave him a small wooden box.h

    "Take this box," the king said, holding it out to the young herdsman. "Now" the king continued, "go 



to the top of a high hill and call the chief's son to war. When he has assembeled his armies at the base 
of the hill, open the box and shout 'Fight!' " This the young herdsman did, and when he opened the box 
and called "Fight!", thousands of men charged out of the box and defeated the cheif's son's soldiers.

�

    Rinchen won back his beautiful woman and took her for his wife. He also took half of the chief's 
lands and became a rich, benevolent leader of the people. The young herdsman also returned the box to 
the king of the lake, thanking him and living in fruitful contact with him for all of his life. 

��

The White RoosterT

    In the shade of a mountain, by the side of a calm lake, surrounded by all the beauty and lovliness of 
nature, stood a small house. It was like a tiny jewel set between mountain and lake, nestling in the 
subtle green and brown shades of the grass and trees. This spot was one of the prizes of nature, 
showing in its character all the temperment of the seasons: the calm laziness of summer, reflecting hazy 
shadows in the mirror-like lake; the mellow thoughtfulness of Autumn, when the trees come to rest, 
dropping their leaves and yawning in anticipation of winter's sleep; the cruel beating of winter as it 
wages war with weapons of snow, ice, and wind, finally resting to view the conquered land, lying 
silently beneath a gentle cover of snow; and beneath this the earth nurtures the fresh youth of spring, 
waiting to stretch its arms and meet the new dawn of life. The little house saw the passing of the 
seasons, spring following winter, autumn following summer; the lake gazed at the mountain; and the 
mountain, in all its magnificent glory, looked protectively down onto the little house and the lake as a 
father regards his children, offering shelter and comfort.f

    The people who lived in the house also reflected the seasons. The mother, widowed, in the winter of 
her years, had known the joys of youth, of falling in love, of giving birth to three daughters, and now 
she wished only for their future happiness. The eldest daughter, Pema, possessed a deep, haunting 
beauty, her eyes reflecting the burnished riches of deep autumn gold. The second daughter, Tsokyi, was 
like the summer, warm and beautiful, with a gaiety that surrounded her life with laughter and contented 
happiness. The family was poor, but this did not worry the second daughter, for she delighted in the 
simplicity of life and found joy in the meanest of tasks. The youngest daughter, Dekyi, was like the 
spring, fresh, innocent, and full of youthful energy, but unlike her second sister, she worried about her 
family's future, and dreamed of the day when they would all be rich and prosperous. So lived the 
family, in the little house, on the edge of a lake, overlooked by the snow-topped mountain.

�

    Each day, in turn, one of the daughters would go out with the small herd of yaks to graze them on a 
nearby pasture, while the other girls stayed at home to help their mother churn milk, roast barley, and 
attend to all the household chores. The herd of yaks was the family's only valuble possession. They 
milked the yaks to make butter and cheese; butter was used to fuel the lamps that illumined the home, 
and was also added to tea mixed with salt, thereby making a thick, soup-like liquid that was both 
refreshing and nourishing to drink. Butter and cheese could also be traded for other essentials such as 
barley, salt, and household items. So the herd of yaks was most important to the family's well-being, 
and the daughters looked after them with much love and care.a

    One day, while Pema was out with the herd in the pasture, she became distracted by a loud crowing 
noise in the distance. As this was most unusual in such a remote spot, the girl left the herd to 
investigate the noise, but before she had gone very far, the noise stopped. Thinking that it was all in her 
imagination Pema returned to the meadow only to find, to her horror, that her yaks had disappeared! 
Feeling most distressed she searched high and low for the herd, but nowhere could they be found, nor 



could she hear the familiar lowing sound that the animals made. Thinking that they must have roamed 
farther afield, the girl began to widen her area of search, walking in unfamiliar surroundings but all to 
no avail.n

    Just as she was about to return home to break the news to her family, Pema spied, set in the side of a 
rock by a narrow, rough hewn path, a tiny red door. She walked up to the door and listened carefully, 
pressing her ear to the narrow gap of an opening. No sound came from within, so she pushed the door 
open just a crack, and looked inside. What she saw made her gasp in wonderment, for there, on the 
walls of the cave, were many precious jewels. Turquoise, amber, and emeralds glinted in the shaft of 
sunlight that entered the cave through the open door. Just as she was about to reach out and touch the 
large chunk of turquoise before her, she froze with fear, as a loud crowing noise echoed through the 
cave, rebounding off the low walls, then finally dying into a ghostly whisper.c

    When the noise stopped, Pema turned to look further into the cave. She sqinted her eyes in the 
dimness, and could just make out a large brocade-covered throne at the end of the cave, and above the 
throne, encrusted with more jewels, hung a beautiful canopy. The girl moved toward the throne, and as 
she did so she saw, hidden by the shadow of the canopy, a large white rooster. The rooster scratched his 
feet on the velvet cushion which was supporting him, yawned, cocked his head from side to side and 
moved forward a little so that the girl could now see him quite clearly.m

    "Hello," the rooster said in dulcet tones.Pema was so astounded at the sight of a white rooster sitting 
on a throne that she was not at all surprised to find that he could also talk! "Hello," she replied. Neither 
spoke for some minutes, both just looked at each other, each waiting for the other tostrike up a 
conversation. Finally, the rooster spoke again. "What are you doing here?" he asked.

�

    Pema proceeded to tell him of her awful predicament, how she had heard his crowing and had left 
her herd to investigate, only to find them gone when she returned to the meadow. "Perhaps you can 
help me find them," she said thinking this was no ordinary rooster. "I can certainly help you find your 
herd," said the rooster, "but what will I get in return for my help?"h

    Pema was silent for awhile, and then she replied, telling the rooster that she came from a very poor 
family and could not offer gold or jewels, but would give them anything they owned if it would be of 
use. "Very well," the rooster said. "I will help you find the herd if you will consent to be my wife - you 
are not without beauty and I am sure you will make a good wife." Pema was dumb-struck; be the wife 
of a rooster, was his mind crazed!" "I can do no such thing," she blurted, "I cannot marry a bird." "But I 
am no ordinary bird," the rooster said, "I will make you very happy."a

    The girl pleaded with the roosterbut he still insisted that if she wished him to help her find her yaks, 
she must consent to be his wife, and the more the girl reasoned, the more stubborn the bird became, 
until, weary with pleading, Pema left the cave and made her way to home to tell her family the news.

�

    When she reached home, she fell into her mother's arms, burst into tears, and told of the lost herd 
and the strange rooster. The other daughters gathered round to try and comfort her, but the evening was 
spent in despair as they all tried to think of a solution to their problem. Finally, it was decided that the 
next day Tsokyi would go out to look for the yaks, and if she could not find them, she too would 
approach the rooster and beg for his help. But as darkness descended, enveloping the house in 
blackness, the weight of unhappiness fell heavily upon their hearts and sleep proved an impossible 
release from the problem.r



    Next morning, instead of greeting the day with happy anticipation, the family went about their tasks 
with little ease. Tsokyi took leave of her family, forcing a smile and trying to console them with the 
fact that she would soon be home with the herd. "Do not worry," she said. "The rooster will see reason; 
he will not be without compassion for a poor family." But even as she spoke a cloud covered the sun, 
casting deep gloom over the house and surrounding countryside.c

    Tsokyi followed her sister's footsteps of the previous day, searching the pasture land, listening for 
the sound of the herd in hope that she would find them before reaching the little red door set in the side 
of the rock. But no herd appeared, and no sound reached her ears, it was as if the herd had disappeared 
from the face of the earth. There was nothing to do but visit the rooster, so Tsokyi, following her 
sister's instructions, made her way to the cave where he lived. Soon she found the door, tapped gently, 
and entered. The rooster was clearly visible on his throne at the end of the cave, and he continued to 
peck corn from a small silver bowl as he beckoned her to come forward by raising and waving one of 
his large pink legs. Such a strange sight made Tsokyi feel rather apprehensive, but very slowly and 
cautiously she moved toward the throne.c

    "Are you the rooster who spoke to my sister yesterday?" she asked. "If it was about the herd of yaks, 
yes I am." the rooster replied. "I have come to ask you to help us find the herd." said the girl, and she 
stared at the rooster with an unmoving gaze. The rooster frowned, wrinkling the small feathers on his 
forehead, shifted himself uncomfortably on his velvet cushion, then met the girl's unwavering gaze 
with his own small steely eyes. "Will you be my wife?" the bird asked. Though secretly he thought he 
could not abide living with such a person who could look into the very soul of a being, he turned his 
eyes from hers and waited for the girl to answer.e

    "No, I will not be your wife, the thought is absurd." Tsokyi answered. "But I do ask you to show 
mercy to a poor unhappy family." The rooster watched the girl for a few minutes, shook his head, and 
said, "No wife, no yaks, and that is the end of the matter! I will not budge." The girl could see that her 
argument was useless, he was just a stubborn, willful rooster and he was not going to be easily 
persuaded. "Very well then," she said, "if you will not help us find the herd I will take some of your 
jewels instead."j

    So saying, Tsokyi reached out and snatched a large chunk of amber which rested on a rock by her 
feet. Just as she touched it, a flash like lightning filled the cave, and when it subsided the jewels, the 
throne and the rooster had disappeared! Feeling wretched, Tsokyi made her way back to the little house 
where her family was waiting to hear the news.w

    That night, her mother's heart was full of fear. They might never see their yaks again, and that would 
mean certain starvation for the family.m

    Taking her youngest daughter's hand in her own, the old woman stroked the young flesh gently and 
asked Dekyi to visit the rooster the next day.a

    "You are as young as springtime," the old woman said to her daughter. "The rooster cannot refuse to 
help you, you are our last chance." The youngest daughter agreed to go and try to reason with the 
rooster, but in her heat she knew that her chances of persuading him to help them were not good. "If 
my two elder sisters failed," she thought, "I do not think the rooster will listen to me."

�

    Next day, as Dekyi said goodbye to her family, the sun was shining on the mountain peak, making 
the snow appear red as fire. The mountain reflected in the lake, and the lake appeared to swallow the 



whole mountain. "So great is the lakes love for the mountain," Dekyi thought, "it sees its changing 
faces, smiles with it, cries with it, reflecting in its own depths every changing mood of the mighty 
mountain. If the lake can swallow the mountain," thought the girl, "then my heart is not too small to 
accept all the sorrow of my mother and sisters. I must do what is best for them." Thinking this she 
made her way to the cave to confront the rooster.m

    On reaching the door she knocked gently, but as no answer came from within the cave, she pulled 
open the door and entered. It was just as her sisters had described, the precious jewels, the richly 
decorated throne, and on the throne, sitting erect and looking tremendously large, was the white 
rooster. "You have come about the yaks," the rooster said, and the girl noticed that his voice was 
beautiful and melodious. "Yes," the girl replied, "I have come about the herd." "Well, you no doubt 
know the terms," the bird whispered, leaning over to the side of the throne until his beak almost 
touched Dekyi's ear. "Only if you will be my wife will I help you to find the herd."

�

    The girl lowered her gaze and replied, "Well, if those are your terms, I have no choice but to accept 
them, my family will starve without the yaks." As she spoke two large tears fell from her eyes and 
rested on her youth-fresh cheeks. "More precious than all these jewels," said the rooster casting his 
eyes around the cave, "are your two crystal tears, for they are given out of true love for your family; 
you will indeed make a worthy wife."y

    Following the rooster's instructions, Dekyi found her herd. She was so delighted to see them again 
that she forgot her sorrow and ran to them, hugging and calling each of them by name; then she led 
them home to her anxiously waiting family.t

    On reaching home, Dekyi remembered her promise and began to make ready to leave the family she 
loved and go to live with the strange rooster. The mother was distressed when she learned of her 
daughter's sacrifice, and begged her not to leave. Pema pleaded with Dekyi, saying that she would go in 
her place, and Tsokyi did likewise. But Dekyi refused there offers of help saying, "He is not a bad 
rooster really, he is kind I am sure, and has a soft voice which is like music to the ears; I will be well 
cared for. And so saying she bade farewell to her weeping mother and two sisters. As she left Dekyi did 
not look back at the family, nor did she glance at the mountain and lake, for tears were in hereyes and 
she did not wish to show her distress.s

    Sometime later, in a nearby town, the people were making ready for the annual horse races.This was 
a big event, and was attended by people from all the surrounding villages who came to see the country's 
most skilled horsemen perform feats of courage and endurance. It was also a time for merry-making 
and celebration and everyone revelled in the spirit of carnival time. The women dressed in their finest 
clothes, displaying their wealth by the amount of turquoise and coral in their elaborate headresses, and 
the men tried to outdo their friends in games of archery, tests of strength and dice playing. Soon, the 
big day arrived, tents were erected, feasts were prepared, and everybody gathered, determined to enjoy 
themselves. One young woman stood out from the rest of the crowd. She was so stunningly beautiful, 
so expensively dressed, that the other women gazed at her in envy. One woman even ventured to 
remark that she looked very much like the youngest daughter of the widow who lived by the lake, and 
on closer examination they found that it was indeed her. Much conversation surrounded her 
appearence. "She must have made a good match in marriage," the women agreed, but they all wondered 
why she attended the races alone, for every day the girl would turn up without a husband.

�

    During the races there was one horse that far outclassed the others. He was most unusual, being an 
almost ice-blue color, and his rider was by far the most dashing of young men to compete in the events. 



Every day this unusual horse and rider were champions of the races, and every day both would 
disappear, never to be seen feasting and enjoying the festivities. Dekyi, too, wondered about this 
handsome young man, for she noticed that he always sought her gaze and smiled at her after winning a 
race.r

    On the last day of the festival, Dekyi offered to walk part of the way home with an old woman and 
so she left the races early. As they walked the old woman asked the girl about her marriage, and why 
her husband did not accompany her to the races. Dekyi told the woman how she had become the wife 
of a large white rooster to save her family from starvation, and how her husband had persuaded her to 
attend the races even though he did not want to go. The old woman sympathized with the girl, telling 
her that she must not worry. "Do not be misled by appearences," she said, "for things are not always 
what they seem." Dekyi felt comforted by the old woman's words, and after seeing her safely to her 
house she made her way back to the cave.h

    On reaching the cave she looked for her husband, but he was nowhere to be seen. Dekyi went outside 
and called to him, but no answer came. Finally she decided to give up her search, thinking that he must 
have attended the races after all, and she went back into the cave to await his arrival. Just as she was 
about to reach for the large teapot on the wrought-iron brazier, Dekyi noticed a white skin lying on the 
floor in front of the fire. She stooped to pick it up and was horrified to discover that it was the skin of 
her husband, the rooster. Dekyi sat down and the events of the last few days passed through her mind. 
The dashing young man on the strange blue horse who always disappeared at the end of the races, the 
old woman telling her that things are not always what they seem, and the way the young man looked at 
her, with a look that was so familiar! Siezing the skin, she threw it into the fire, and watched as the 
flames consumed every part of it. "My husband is the young man on the blue horse," she whispered to 
herself, "Now that I have burned the rooster's skin we can live properly as man and wife."

�

    When the skin was nothing but ashes, and the flames of the fire flickered and began to die, Dekyi 
went outside to fetch more fuel. She heard the galloping of horses hooves in the distance and stood 
waiting for a glimpse of the rider. It was just as she had thought: the ice-blue horse came galloping at 
high speed down the narrow path with the young man looking flushed and excited on his back. He 
stopped outside the cave, and when he saw Dekyi standing there he immediately ran inside. "What 
have you done with my skin?" he shouted as he ran back out again. "I have burnt it," the girl replied. 
"Now we can live together as man and wife, and I will not have to live in shame of being married to a 
rooster." The young man looked dismayed. "You have made a big mistake, my wife," he said. "While I 
am able to return and live in the skin of the rooster I am safe and have good fortune, but without my 
skin I will become a slave of the demons."s

    His words frightened the young girl. "Why do you have to live in the skin?" she asked. The young 
man told her how he had become wealthy and lived in peace only by agreeing to become a slave to the 
demons. When he had rebelled and refused to be their slave the demons sentenced him to life as a 
rooster. He could only leave his skin for a few days each year, and if he did not return to it the demons 
would come and take him away.w

    "Husband, what can I do?" asked Dekyi. "There must be some way of stopping the demons from 
taking you." But the young man told her there was only one way to prevent the demons from coming. If 
she could sit by the door with a candle, day and night for a whole week, so heating the door to keep the 
demons from entering, then he would be free. Dekyi agreed to do this, and so she sat, day and night, 
night and day, forcing herself to stay awake so that the demons could not enter. On the last day, unable 
to keep her eyes open any longer, she fell asleep. The candle she was holding dropped to the floor and 



went out before her husband could reach it.w

    When Dekyi awoke her husband was gone, and she knew that the demons had taken him away. 
Feeling sad, she went into mourning for her husband. "He must surely be dead," she told herself. "The 
demons will not have had mercy on him." She continued to live in the cave, feeling that since she had 
been the cause of her husband's death it was only right that she should pay penance for her foolish 
deed.d

    One day, while she was out walking, Dekyi came upon a man carrying wood. When she got closer to 
him she recognized him as her husband. She ran into his arms, thankful that he was alive. The husband 
told her that he was now a slave of the demons and he could never return to her, but that she was not to 
worry for he was well. Then he persuaded her to go home to her family and take with her all the 
precious jewels that were in the cave. Dekyi returned home to her mother and two sisters. They were 
overjoyed to see her again, and with the jewels she was able to provide them with a life of luxury in 
which they would never want for anything.w

    And again the lake smiled at the mountain, and the mountain looked protectively down on the happy 
little house beside the calm mirror-like lake. lll

The Three Daughters & the Lost CowT

    Once there was a family that owned a very special cow, it was black and white with horns of purest 
shell. One day, the family was distressed to find that the cow had disappeared, and search as they 
would, they could not find her. Now in the family there were three daughters, and since they were all of 
responsible disposition they each went to look for the cow alone, thinking they would certainly please 
their parents by finding the lost beast.t

    The eldest daughter made her way to a nearby river, and meeting with an old hag, asked her, "Have 
you seen our lost cow?" The old hag, whithered and worn with age, replied, " And what does she look 
like?" The girl described the cow to the old woman, but she answered that she had not seen the cow. 
The girl thanked the old woman, and was about to walk off in the direction of the forest, thinking that 
the cow might have gone in the direction of the trees, when the old hag spoke again.

�

    "Come across the river to my house," she invited, "Your cow may have strayed across the water. The 
eldest daughter went with the old woman, and when they reached her house was pleased to join the 
woman in a meal which was offered in a smooth, silver-lined bowl. The girl ate heartily, not knowing 
that the old woman was feeding her pieces of human flesh.t

    Soon afterwards, the second daughter found her way to the river's edge, and she too met with the old 
hag. Asking her the same question about the lost cow, the old woman again replied that she had not 
seen it, but invited the girl to cross the river to her house. On reaching the house, the old hag invited the 
girl to eat, placing in front of her a bowl of human flesh, which the girl ate with relish, not knowing 
what the dish contained.w

    Then, the youngest daughter, having searched high and low for the cow, made her way to the river. 
The old hag appeared, and the young girl asked, "Have you seen a black and white cow with horns of 
the purest shell?" Once again, the old hag replied that she had not seen the animal, but invited the girl 



to cross the river with her.t

    The young girl went with the old hag to her small house. She noticed that it was shabby, and lacked 
the familiar things that made the difference between a house and a home. There was no large gleaming 
teapot steaming on the brazier, no little shrine in the living quarters. "But then," the girl thought, "the 
old hag may have a shrine in the ajoining room." But even as she looked toward the door that led to the 
adjoining room, the girl realized that this was probably not so, for the door was barred and bolted.

�

    The old hag offered the girl food, which she spooned into the same smooth silver-lined bowl that the 
young girls sisters had eaten from. The young girl began to eat, but was offended by the smell of the 
food, for it had an unfamiliar order. Just then, the old women went into the yard to fetch wood for the 
fire. As she did so, the young girl noticed a small dog crouched in the corner of the room. The dog 
approached the girl, and in soft tones, spoke to her, saying if she would give him the remainder of her 
food he would tell her where her missing cow was.f

    The girl gave him the food which he ate greedily, and when he had licked the bowl clean, he spoke 
again, "Your two sisters are locked in that room," he said, indicating the barred door. "So is your black 
and white cow with the horns of purest shell." The girl was incredulous, so unbelievable was the 
statement, but then the dog's voice became urgent.s

    "Kill the old hag," he said, "She is a witch who means to do you harm." The seriousness of the dog's 
voice convinced the girl; she siezed a long knife and waited behind the door for the old hag to enter. 
When the woman returned to the house, the girl let fly with the knife and chopped off her head. Then, 
unbarring the door, the girl tried to open it and set her sisters free, but it was firmly locked, and try as 
she might, it would not budge. The little dog came to her rescue again - he sniffed in the old hag's 
apron pocket and emerged with the key to the door in his mouth.a

    The young girl unlocked the door and set her sisters and the cow free. Then the girls searched the 
house and found much gold and precious jewels which they took home with them, together with the 
black and white cow with the horns of purest shell, and the little dog who had saved them from the 
cruel witch. ccc

The Disrespectful SonT

    At the time when the land of Ndu was ruled by a very strict and powerful king, there lived a poor 
widow, whose only means of support was her one son Dorje. He was full of rebellious thoughts and 
brought much trouble upon himself and his poor mother by his disrespectful ways. He would not bow 
to the command of the king, nor did he listen to the advice of the elders. He knew his own mind, and 
did not watch his tongue, always speaking foolishly. This caused the people of the kingdom to turn 
against him, for when the king was angered by the young man's actions, they all suffered. Eventually, 
Dorje was forced to abandon his mother, his lands, his possessions, and leave the land of Ndu, for the 
people were roused against him and many threatened to put an end to his life.p

    Carrying only the bearest of essentials, the young man began his journey to strange unknown parts. 
As he walked he felt the comforting heaviness of the large amulet his mother had given him. The 
charm box contained many precious things: slips of paper with prayers and magical drawings; clay 
figures of dieties; and most precious of all, a tiny zi bead. The zi bead was a highlt prized possession, 



being able, it was said, to protect the wearer from injury.b

    Dorje walked wherever his fancy took him, caring not where his footsteps led. Crossing rivers and 
streams, hills and mountains, he continued his journey. Soon however, his food ran out, and he was 
forced to subsist on wild berries, occaisionally begging a little rice, cheese, or roasted barley from other 
travelers he met on his way. Food was hard to find, and often nightime would find him cold and 
hungry, with only the vague comfort of a better tomorrow in his thoughts.h

    As the days passed, he grew increasingly weaker and found that he could not walk as far or as fast 
when he began. Finding himself on a high plateau, he looked in all directions to find the easiest way to 
travel. The country was wild and deserted. In the distance on one side, Dorje could see the looming 
hostility of the mountains, perhaps thirty miles away, with nothing but rocky wilderness between.

�

    In the other direction, however, was a wide rolling plain, ending in the gentle slope of green hills. 
The long grass of the plain looked infinitely more inviting than the rocky wilderness, so Dorje began 
his slow descent from the high plateau, heading for the flat plain, with its long grass, occaisional 
expanse of dry dusty land, and few trees. He was struck by the extremes of climate and the weird, ever-
changing scenery. This land was surely a strange land, and he felt pangs of apprehension stab in his 
stomach.s

    When he reached the plain, Dorje was drawn to a small black cloud just a few yards away. When he 
investigated he found that it was hordes of flies hovering over the dead body of a horse. The horse had 
not been dead for long, for the flies had made little impact on the body, and thinking that the horsemeat 
would make a hearty meal, the young man set about cutting off the horses head with a large knife 
which he kept inside his chuba. It was a long task, but down without feelings of distaste, for his belly 
was groaning in anticipation of the satisfying meal. When Dorje had completed the job of cutting off 
the horses head, he slung it over his shoulder and made for the shelter of a spreading tree, just visible in 
the distance. The low branches of the tree, he thought, would provide a suitable place to eat and rest for 
the night, for the sun was slowly beginning to disappear beneath the horizon and darkness would soon 
descend.d

    On reaching the tree, Dorje, with the horses's head still slung over his shoulder, climbed onto one of 
the lower branches and settled himself among the leaves. Darkness had fallen, swiftly and silently, as if 
a curtain had been drawn across the sky, a curtain painted with the ghostly glow of the silver moon 
which cast shimmering light over the surrounding land.w

    The young man, by now quite ravenous, began to tear at the horseflesh, eating it as if it were the 
nectar of the gods, so sweet was the taste of red meat to his long-starved taste buds. Something caught 
his eye...he looked up, startled, his eyes searching the landscape for movement. Then, out of the 
shadow, clothed in the light of the moon, Dorje saw something that chilled his heart with fear and sent 
shivers of terror running up and down his spine. Flying toward him on wild horses were the most 
terrible demons he had ever seen. Even in his darkest nightmares Dorje had never looked upon such 
ugly fearful beings.u

    He closed his eyes, hoping that the demons would pass, but the thundering hooves drew nearer, and 
the snarling, gnashing of teeth, and lashing of whips seemed to surround him. The demons stopped 
beneath the tree in which he crouched; he forced himself to open his eyes and look down onto the 
terrible spectacle below. The demons' faces were too ugly to be described, and their eyes, red and 
rolling in their sockets, looked this way and that, as if searching for intruders. Dorje hardly dared to 



breathe, but slowly he moved his hand to his amulet, and clutching it in earnest he began mentally 
praying for protection.p

    The demons began to speak, voices barely audible gurgled from their blood red lips and hissed in the 
night air. Dorje could just make out some of the conversation, the demons were saying that they lusted 
for human flesh! The young man's body now began to shake uncontrollably, he was unable to keep 
hold of the horses head, and it fell from his grasp and landed right at the feet of the gathered demons. 
Shrieking and shouting, the demons scattered in all directions, believing that the horses head had fallen 
from the sky and was an ill omen!f

    For what seemed hours, Dorje could not move, but eventually his body relaxed, as fear turned to 
relief,and he climbed down from the tree just as the sun was beginning to rise in the sky, throwing the 
welcoming light of dawn over the surrounding land. On the ground beneath the tree he noticed a golden 
bowl. Realizing that one of the demons must have dropped it in his hurry to escape, the young man was 
loath to touch the object. The gleam of gold, however, soon made him overcome his misgivings, and 
placing the bowl inside his chuba the young man continued on his way.p

    The distant green hills looked welcoming, but it seemed to Dorje that the faster he walked, the 
farther away they appeared to be. Finally, nearly collapsing with exhaustion, he sat down to rest awhile. 
In need of food, he emptied out his traveeing bags in hope of finding some scrap of food, but there was 
not even the smallest morsel. He picked up the bowl and moaned in despair, "A bowl that golden 
gleams," he said to himself, "of precious metal made, and yet I would gladly swap this bowl for a small 
portion of plain rice." Then, shouting in anguish, he cried, "Oh, I do wish this bowl was full of food!" 
Just as the words were uttered, the bowl filled to the brim with food!J

    "A magic bowl!" he exclaimed, unable to believe his luck, and with tears of joy running down his 
cheeks, he greedily ate the food. When Dorje had finished and licked the bowl clean, he asked for more 
food. This time he asked for all the delicacies he had yearned for during his long journey, and sure 
enough, the bowl produced the food. Dorje then asked for drink, which the bowl provided; as much as 
he asked for, the bowl magically produced.h

    Feeling refreshed, Dorje decided to experiment with the bowl, asking it to produce gold, silver, and 
precious gems, but the bowl did not respond, it would only fill with food or drink. "Never mind," he 
thought, "I will not be hungry or thirsty again," and so he continued on his travels.

�

    Having reached the green hills and wandered into a sparsely populated valley, Drje decided to rest 
for a few days before continuing with his journey. He moved about from household to household, 
talking with the people, exchanging gossip, and accepting what hospitality was offered to him, for the 
people were very friendly and unused to seeing travelers from foreign parts. At one small house he 
came upon an old man making ready for a journey.c

    "Where are you going?" asked the young man, and the old man explained that he wished to see a 
wise and learned king in another land. He had learned of the king's generosity and compassion and 
wanted to see the great man for himself. The two men talked for awhile and then sat down to eat 
together. Only a meager meal was placed on the table, and Dorje, used to having whatever food he 
desired, took the golden bowl from his chuba and ordered it to fill with meat. The old man looked on in 
amazement as the bowl complied with the young man's wishes.a

    "That is a magic bowl," the old man exclaimed, "where did you get it?" The young man related the 



story of the demons and his terrifying experience of a few nights past. The old man listened, then said, 
""A bowl such as that would be very useful to me on my journey. I would not have to carry food. Will 
you sell it to me?" The young man laughed, "This bowl is too precious to sell." Hurriedly he replaced it 
in his chuba.i

    The old man, his eyes twinkling, left the room and returned with an old wooden staff. Handing it the 
young man he said, "This is a magic staff. Just ask it to fetch something to you." Dorje took the staff, it 
was old and notched, but felt smooth to the touch. Looking around the room he spotted a fur-trimmed 
hat lying on the floor near the old man's traveling bags. "Fetch the hat," the young man ordered the 
staff, and straight away the staff flew from his grasp, returning seconds later with the hat.

�

    "This indeed would be a very useful staff," Dorje said, and taking the golden bowl from his ambac 
he agreed to exchange it for the magic staff. The two men said their farewells and the young man began 
his journey once again.h

    Before he had gone very far Dorje stopped. He turned to look in the direction of the old man's house, 
and holding the staff aloft he ordered it to fetch the golden bowl. The staff returned to the old man's 
house, beat him three times over the head and returned to Dorje with the golden bowl.

�

    "Ah ha!," said the young man, "you have done as ordered, you will prove very useful, magic staff." 
And so saying he replaced the golden bowl inside his chuba, took the staff in his right hand and walked 
away, as fast as possible, just in case the old man should follow and try to retrieve the magic object.

�

    "Tashi delek," a voice shouted in greeting as Dorje was crossing a small river. He looked up, and 
sitting on the opposite bank was a shriveled old hermit. "Tashi delek," the young man replied and made 
his way to where the aged man was sitting. The old hermits face creased with a smile, "Where are you 
heading?" he asked. Dorje replied that he was wandering about the country with no particular aim in 
mind, to which the old hermit chuckeled and patted the ground beside him, beckoning the young man 
to sit.t

    The young man sat down beside the old hermit. Dorje noticed that his clothes were very ragged and 
torn, betraying the many years that the old man must have been homeless and destitute. "What do you 
do, old man?" he asked. "Oh, I sit here on the edge of the river watching the constant movement of the 
water," said the hermit. "Or, I wander about the valley just contemplating life." He smiled to himself, as 
if secretly enjoying some personal joke. "Sometimes," he continued, "I hammer prayers into the stones 
in exchange for alms; we get many pilgrims passing this way." The old hermit's hands fumbeled 
beneath his worn robe and produced a beautifully carved "mani stone." "Would you like one?" he asked 
the young man.t

    "I am not traveling on pilgrimage," the young man replied, "and do not plan to visit any of the holy 
places." The old hermit replaced the stone, but as he did so Dorje caught sight of a beautiful hammer 
hidden in the folds of the old man's garment. "Is that the hammer you use to carve the prayers into the 
stones?" he asked. The old man gave him a quick glance and covered the hammer. "No," he replied, 
"not that hammer, it is too precious.""

    Dorje's curiosity was aroused, and he questioned the old hermit relentlessly. "Why is it precious?" he 
asked. "Do tell me." At last the man gave in to his questioning. "With this hammer I can build houses 
of iron," he said. "Then why do you not use it?" asked the young man. The old hermit gave him a long, 
searching look. "What use have I for an empty house?" he said. "I am happy being homeless." "But you 



can build houses for others," Dorje continued, "and be very rich."c

    The hermit folded his hands into his lap, gazed into the distance, and said, "I look for riches that 
money cannot buy; I seek treasure that is hidden in my being. If I build houses for people, even though 
I ask for no reward, I will be bringing only envy and dissatisfaction upon others, for there will always 
be someone wanting a house; there would be no end to the demands."b

    "Give the hammer to me," said Dorje, "for I can make better use of it than you." The old hermit 
shook his head, but did not speak. "I will give you something in exchange," Dorje continued, and 
taking the golden bowl from his chuba, he proceeded to show the old man how it produced food and 
drink.d

    Slowly, the old hermit reached into the folds of his robe and brought out the hammer. Handing it to 
the young man he said "Take it. I will have the bowl; it will be far more useful to me than the hammer 
that makes iron houses." Dorje handed over the bowl, stood up, bade the old hermit goodbye, and went 
on his way.o

    Before he had walked very far, Dorje once again sent the staff back to fetch the golden bowl. Then, 
having three magic objects in his possession, he happily continued his journey.h

    For many a day he wandered, enjoying his freedom and feeling full of hapiness. When he wanted a 
meal he asked his golden bowl, and when he wished for shelter and rest he built an iron house, and 
when he wanted to relax and entertain himself he sent his magic staff to fetch things. Sometimes, if 
something he desired belonged to another traveler, he would just send his staff to fetch it. He did not 
look upon it as stealing - just making use of the wonderful luck that had been bestowed upon him.

�

    "I am indeed a fortunate man," he thought, and with a long contented sigh he let his hand drop to his 
side, feeling for his amulet. It was gone! Despite the fact that he had the three magic objects, he felt a 
shiver of foreboding run through his body as he realized he was without the protection of the amulet.

�

    One day, Dorje came upon a whithered old lady, standing outside a small hut on the edge of a gently 
sloping hill. The old lady was busy with a pair of black leather bellows, puffing at the air. The young 
man approached her. "Are you trying to set fire to the air, old lady?" he laughed, only to meet with her 
cold gaze as she turned to face him. The furiously, she began beating at the air with the bellows again.

�

    Suddenly, the sky that had been hitherto clear and bright, clouded over. A darkness came over the 
land and a loud clap of thunder shook the ground on which they stood. Within seconds rain began to 
fall, and was soon torrenting down; raindrops the size of small ponds dropped all around them. Dorje 
was soaked to the skin, and was swept off his feet by the heavy rain. The old lady shrieked with 
delight, laughed and danced around, waving the bellows above her head.d

    Dorje took out his hammer and beat it three times on the ground. Immediately a nine-story iron 
house sprang up from nowhere, enclosing and sheltering the young man and the old lady within its 
walls. The old lady cried out in amazement and backed away from Dorje who was standing in a corner, 
laughing. "How did you work such magic?" she cried. "Tell me, what power do you possess?" The 
young man just waved his hammer in the air and carried on laughing; he was amused by the old lady's 
look of complete astonishment. The old lady left the house and returned minutes later with another pair 
of bellows. "The black bellows," she said, "bring rain for eighteen days. These white bellows bring 
sunshine. Tell me how you do your magic and I will give you the bellows." Dorje declined to tell the 



old lady that it was the hammer that built the house, and still chuckling, he waved goodbye and was 
gone.g

    When he had reached the bottom of the hill he sent the staff to fetch the two pairs of bellows, which 
it did, and then the happy young man began to walk toward the next village.i

    While sleeping that night, Dorje had disturbed dreams. Thoughts of his homeland invaded his 
sleeping and when he awoke he was full of longing to return. "With my magic objects," he thought, 
"no-one, not even the king, will be able to dispute my power. So, he began the long journey back to 
Ndu.N

    After many weeks Dorje arrived home. When he reached his mother's house it was far into the night. 
He woke his mother, and despite her protests, took her to the gates of the kings palace. Banging his 
hammer on the ground three times, he built a nine-storied house of iron, and taking his mother inside he 
barred and bolted the doors against intrusion.b

    Next morning, all of the kingdom gathered to look at the house which had suddenly sprung up over 
night. There was much speculation, and many of the men took the opportunity to gamble by placing 
bets on as to how the house came to be there. Then, one of the people wsaw Dorje's face at the window. 
"The disrespectful son has returned," the voice rose above the crowd and brought silence on the 
gathering. "He who brought trouble on us by his foolish ways," the voice continued, "it is he who has 
built the house. Quickly, go tell the king."b

    The king, who was already angered by having an iron house placed right next to the palace, was even 
more enraged to find that it was the exiled young man ensconed therein. He ordered all of the men of 
the kingdom to assemble outside the house; each has to bring a bucket of fuel and a pair of bellows. 
Then, with the yak-chips, logs, and coal piled around the base of the house, the men lit the fuel and 
then went to work with their bellows, fanning the small fires until they became an inferno. The iron 
house began to melt, slowly, as the flames reached an intense heat that made the metal white-hot at the 
base of the nine-storied house.b

    Dorje ran to the top story of the house, and leaning out of one of the windows, began to fan the air 
with his pair of black bellows. Rain fell, sending the people running for shelter, and damping the fire 
within seconds. The king was more angry than he had ever been. He sent the guards to watch over the 
house and prevent the son or his mother from leaving. "I will starve them to death," he cried, "I will be 
rid of this man for good."r

    But, what the king did not know, of course, was that the young man had his golden bowl which 
produced all the food and drink he and his mother neede. Many days passed, and the king began to 
despair. He sent a messenger to see the young man and to declare a truce. "Bring him to me," the king 
ordered, "and tell him I will not harm him."o

    So, Dorje went to see the king, and peace was made between them. The young man became ver 
ypopular in the kingdom, as with his magic objects he helped all the people. When they needed rain to 
grow the crops, he gave them rain; when hthey neede sunshine to ripen the crops, he gave them 
sunshine. To the poor he gave food, and his staff was used to fetch and carry things for the infirm and 
old people of the kingdom.o

    The king became very jealous of the young man's power, for the people gave him more honour that 



they afforded their own king. Determined to be rid of the young man, the king began to ask questions 
as to how the young man came to possess the magic objects. Dorje had not been wise with his tongue, 
and had told several people about his night on the tree when he met the fearful demons. When the king 
heard this, he decided on a plan to bring the young man to grief. Sending one of his old servants to 
borrow the staff, the king sent it on a strange mission.b

    "Staff, bring to me the king of the demons," he said. The staff flew into the air, and was gone for 
many hours. It returned in the dead of night, and following behind, in all his fearful glory, was the king 
of the demons. The king was terrified at meeting such an ugly, vicious being, but summoning his 
courage he explained to the king of the demons why he had sent for him.c

    "In the iron house," he dasi, "dwells a man who is the possessor of a magic bowl, the bowl he stole 
from a demon." The king of the demons, blood dribbling from his mouth, and his bloodshot eyes 
gleaming with untold horror, disappeared in a flash. It was the last the king saw of him, but the next 
day the people of the kingdom found the young man dead, his heart torn out, and his magic objects 
gone. All except one, for the king was now the owner of the magic staff, which he used to restore his 
power in the kingdom. ppp

The Kind ManT

    Once there lived a very kind, generous man. He was loved and admired by many for his good works 
and kindly deeds. One day, a very famous lama came to his village. The man wished to speak with the 
famous lama, and when his wish was granted he prostrated himself at the feet of the holy man, and 
spoke to him thus:s

    "I would like to become an enlightened being, compassionate and wise, so that I may help all living 
beings, and devote my life to the teaching of the Buddha. What should I do?"b

    The lama saw that the man was sincere in his motives and told him to go to the mountains and spend 
his life praying and meditating. He gave the kind man a special prayer to chant, and told him if he did 
this constantly and with great devotion, then he would surely become an enlightened being, able to help 
all others through his wisdom and compassion.a

    The man did as the lama instructed. He went into the mountains which surrounded the village, found 
a cave, and began to meditate in earnest. For many years he persevered, but still he did not become 
enlightened. After twenty years had passed, the famous lama visited the village again. The kind man 
heard of his arrival and went down from his mountain cave to seek an audience with him.

�

    He waited for days while many people lined up to see the famous lama and get his blessing. Finally, 
he was allowed to see the holy man, and after he had paid homeage by prostrating three times at the 
lama's feet, and by offering him a white scarf, the kind man told him of his plight.

�

    "For twenty years I have been meditating and praying as you instructed," he said, "but still I am not 
enlightened. I must be doing something wrong." The lama looked solemn. "What did I tell you to do?" 
he asked the man. The kind man told him everything he had been doing for twenty years. "Oh," said the 
lama. "I'm afraid that is of no use at all, I told you the wrong thing, you will never be enlightened now."

�



    The kind man was shattered, he fell to the lama's feet and cried. "I am sorry," said the lama. "There 
is nothing more I can do for you." The kind man, who by now was quite old, felt that twenty years of 
his life had been wasted. He went back to his cave.h

    "What am I to do?" he thought. "For all these years I believed I would become enlightened, now I 
have to abandon all hope of ever achieving that aim." He sat down on the stone slab, that for twenty 
years had been his cushion, his bed, and his table, crossed his legs, and thought:

�

    "I may as well carry on with my prayers and meditation, what else is there for me to do now?" So 
without any hope of attaining enlightenment he began to meditate and chant the prayers that had 
become so familiar during his long retreat.b

    Immediately, he became enlightened. 

    He saw the world in all its reality, everything was clear. He understood, at last, that it was only his 
grasping at enlightenment that prevented him from attaining it. Now he would be able to help all living 
beings find peace through his wisdom and compassion. Now he would leave his cave and go back into 
the world to spread the teachings of the Buddha.t

    He walked out of his cave and gazed at the village below. He had seen it so often before, but never 
so clearly as now. For a moment he thought he heard the soft laugh of the famous lama, as he looked 
up at the sky and the huge rainbow which was stretching its arc across the snowy peaks. 

��

The Missing TreasureT

    As the setting sun sank beneath the glacier-tipped mountain peaks, they glowed red as the embers of 
a fire. From the flat roofs of the houses Lhasa children flew brightly colored kites from strings 
sprinkled with powdered glass. The children bobbed and weaved around one another - the kites 
shadowing their movements - as they laughed excitedly and attempted to cut each other's kite strings. A 
little boy of about six sat beside his uncle, a monk dressed in maroon robes. They watched the boys kite 
sail higher and higher into the sky. Caught and held by the wind, it was so high that it appeared not to 
be moving. Still watching the kite, the boy said, "Tell me a story, uncle." The monk chuckled. "An 
ancient story then."a

    "A father said to his son," the monk began, "I am going to die soon, my son. Take my gold to your 
house. It is yours, but remember that you should not trust anybody, not even your wife." The father 
hoped that his son, Sonam, would remember his advice and that he would understand the ways of the 
world.w

    "Now Sonam had a vety good friend whose name was Tamchu. As children they had theur lessons 
together and in the evenings played foot-shuttlecock. Tamchu lived in the next village with his wife 
and two little boys.a

    "One day Tamchu decided to go on a pilgrimage to the holy monastery and he thought to himself, 
'When he was alive, my father told me not to trust anybody.' But when he thought of his friend Tamchu 
he could not believe that these words were true about him. Not Tamchu. So he took his two bags of 
gold nuggets to his friends house and asked him 'Tamchu-la, please keep my gold safe for me while I 
am away. This is the gold my father gave me when he died.'



 

    "Tamchu said, 'Oh yes. Oh yes. I will keep your gold very carefully and when you return from your 
pilgrimage it will be safe for you. You do not need to worry. We are good friends.'

�

    "So," the monk continued the story, "A year passed and Sonam returned from his pilgrimage. He 
went to Tamchu's home and asked his friend, 'May I have my gold back Tamchu?'w

    " 'Oh I am so sorry, Sonam. We are unlucky, so unlucky. The gold has turned into sand!' Tamchu 
looked at his friend in amazement as he told him of this remarkable happening. But Sonam did not 
seem surprised, and, after a few moments of silence said, 'That is allright Tamchu. Do not worry. You 
did your best to look after my gold.'d

    "The two men ate together, and it seemed that the loss of the gold was almost forgotten. Later in the 
day, Sonam said to his friend, 'Tamchu, I would like to look after your sons for a few months, as I do 
not have a family of my own. I would like to give them food and good clothes. We should be very 
happy together in my home.'h

    " 'That is a very good idea, Sonam!' Tamchu thought to himself, 'Although he has lost his gold to me, 
he wants to look after my sons. Well,' he thought, 'he is a very kind person.' So he said, 'Certainly, 
Sonam. Please take my sons for as long as you wish.'S

    "Sonam took the boys to his home and looked after them very well. He then bought two little 
monkeys and gave them the boys names. During the following days Sonam trained the monkeys so that 
when he called 'Tendzin come here!' the older monkey would run over to him. When Sonam called 
'Thupten, come here!' the young monkey went over to him. The monkeys understood very well and 
learned quickly.l

    "When Tamchu came to see his sons, Sonam looked very sad as he greeted his friend. 'I am so sorry, 
Tamchu. We are very unlucky, so unlucky. Your sons have turned into monkeys.' Tamchu was very 
upset and called out his sons names. Straight away the two little monkeys appeared and ran over to 
him. They grabbed Tamchu's hands and danced around him like little children. Tamchu was distressed 
and asked his friend, 'Sonam, what can we do? How can we turn monkeys back into my sons?'

�

    "Sonam thought for a moment and then said to his friend, 'That is easy,' but he sounded sad at the 
impossibility of such a thing, ' we need a lot of gold.' 'How much gold will do?' Tamchu asked. 'About 
two bags of gold nuggets, at least!'t

    " 'As soon as possible,' Tamchu said, 'I will bring the bags of gold.' And he hurried off to his home. 
Later he came back and gave Sonam the gold. Sonam took it and told his friend to wait while he went 
upstairs. A few moments later he returned.u

    " 'Here you are, Tamchu. I have changed the monkeys back into human beings, back into your sons.' 
"Tamchu was delighted to have his sons back, but he looked sheepishly at Sonam. The two friends 
could not help laughing at each other."c

    At the end of the story the monk himself burst out laughing as he saw that his nephew's kite string 
had been cut while the boy listened to the story. The two of them watched the kite float across Lhasa 
valley towards the golden rooftops of the Potala. v



`

The Island of Beautiful WomenT

    Once a ship full of merchants set sail on the high seas in search of riches. The merchants would be 
away for many months, for they planned to visit many ports and fill the ships hold with rare and 
beautiful things to trade when they returned to their home port. For many weeks the ship moved 
noiselessly through the water, slowly cutting its way through the calm sea. Then, as if a curtain had 
been drawn across the sun, the sky became dark and angry, and a strong wind began to batter the sea, 
causing mighty waves to heave and toss the small ship until it completely lost direction and was at the 
mercy of the elements.m

    The storm seemed to last for many days, but just how many the merchants could not tell. During the 
relative light of daytime and the inky blackness of night they struggled to keep the ship afloat on the 
surging waters of the ocean. Just as the merchants had given up hope of ever seeing land again, they 
sighted a small island. As pleased as they were to see the land, they could also see the jagged rocks that 
formed the shoreline, as though waiting for the small ship to batter itself helplessly against them, 
meaning certain death for the merchants. The merchants could not decide whether to try and guide the 
ship away from the island, only to be finally beaten by the ever-strengthening storm, or to try and land 
on the rocky shore. But their minds were made up for them: the ship moved relentlessly toward the 
island as if driven by some unseen force.i

    The merchants tried with all their skill and strength to guide the ship safely onto land, but, as they 
had feared, the waves and wind won the battle and they were forced to abandon ship and try to reach 
safety in small wooden boats. Many of the men were thrown from the craft by the huge waves and lost 
their lives trying to reach the island. Those that reached the beach safely fell down onto their knees in 
thankful prayer for having been spared their lives.t

    Once the merchants had recovered from their frightening ordeal they began to organize a search of 
the land, and parties of men were sent out to survey the island. The leader of the merchants, together 
with six of his men, stayed behind on the beach to erect living quarters and search for edible plants and 
fruit. Food was not in short supply, for they soon discovered that the island was rich with all kinds of 
vegetation. As darkness fell, all but one of the search parties had returned to the beach,. The surveyors 
had reported that they had seen no signs of people on the island, but that it was small and populated 
with many kinds of animals and birds. When the last party had still not returned at daybreak, the leader 
grew worried, and was just about to organize a search for them when he heard noises in the distance. It 
was the lost party, and with them were several of the most beautiful women the men had ever seen.

�

    When they came to the beach the leader asked them where they had been and where they had found 
the women. The men replied that they had found a small village populated only by women, and that 
they were all extremely beautiful. The women invited the merchants to come and live with them, for 
they explained that since their menfolk had gone to sea many months before and had never returned, 
they feared that the men were lost forever.t

    The merchants were very happy to join the women, and each took one of the beautiful beings for his 
wife. For several months all was well with the merchants. They lived very happily, and many of the 
wives gave birth to healthy children. The merchants would not have minded if they never returned to 
their home port again, for it was indeed like paradise on the island.t

    After some time, the leader of the merchants began to notice that some of his men were missing, and 



on inquiring about them received no satisfactory answer. He decided to leave the village and walk to 
the beach in order to try and solve the mystery by spending some time in quiet meditation. On reaching 
the beach, the leader of the merchants looked out to the sea where he could still see the mangled 
wreckage of the ship, now just a skeleton, half sunk into the deep sand.w

    Then a horse appeared in the sky. The horse had wings, and seemed to give off a pure white light. 
The merchant could hardly believe his eyes, but as he was about to run away the horse landed on the 
beach in front of him and spoke: "You are the leader of the merchants?" The leader noticed that the 
horses voice was musical, and that where the horse stood the sand turned to gold dust. "Yes," replied 
the merchant, "I am the leader."t

    The horse went on to explain how the island was inhabited by fearful flesh-eating demons, who 
appeared as beautiful women during the day. He had heard of the merchants' fate and had come to help 
them escape.t

    The leader said that he was indeed worried about the loss of some of his men, but that he could not 
imagine that the lovely women could be responsible. He also wondered how the magic horse had 
learned of their plight, but thought that perhaps under the circumstances he had better not ask.

�

    "I am very happy here," he told the horse. "My wife has just given birth to a baby boy, and at night 
she stays in my home. I do not think that she is a flesh-eating demon."s

    The horse told the merchant to stay awake at night and watch; then he flew into the air, scattering 
gold dust from his hooves.g

    The merchant was most troubled by the meeting and what the horse had said. He thought that the 
horse must indeed be special, perhaps even Chenrezik himself come to help them, and so he decided to 
stay awake that night and watch.s

    Just as the horse had said, his beautiful wife left the house in the early hours of the morning, and 
together with the other women he saw her change into a horrible, ugly demon. They carried away one 
of the merchants, but the leader did not wish to follow and watch what was to become of this poor man. 
Instead he returned to his bed, but sleep did not come easily that night, and he made up his mind to 
return to the beach the next day in hope of seeing the horse again.r

    At daybreak the leader of the merchants made his way to the beach and was pleased to see that the 
horse was already waiting for him. The merchant thought he was a beautiful horse, with wings of 
golden brown and skin that shone with all the richness of gold. The light emitted from the horses body 
was pure white, but like a mist, insubstantial, almost ethereal. The merchant told the horse about the 
events of the previous night, and asked for help in getting off the island.e

    "We cannot repair the ship," he told the horse, "and the small boats that we have will not be able to 
survive in a storm."s

    The horse listened to the merchant, and then said, "If you and the rest of your men meet me on the 
beach I will carry you to safety, but it must be at the full moon, for the demons' power is not so great 
then."t

    The merchant agreed to meet the horse when the day of the next full moon arrived, and then bade the 



horse farewell until then. "Do not worry," said the horse as he flew into the air, "I will be watching over 
you."y

    The merchant returned to the village to tell his men about the demons and to plan the escape. A 
meeting was held, at which only the men were allowed; when the leader told them of what he had seen, 
and about the magic horse, the men were all afraid. A plan was decided upon to save them all from 
perishing at the hands of the demons before the full moon day arrived, and that was for half of the men 
to stay awake during the night to keep watch while the others slept, and they in turn would sleep during 
the day while their companions kept watch over them. Although they knew that the demons usually 
worked during the night, they did not want to risk the chance of their hunger making them turn into 
demons during the day and devouring them all as they slept.d

    When the full moon day arrived the men went to the beach to meet the horse. The women followed, 
crying and begging their men not to leave them. Some held onto the arms of their husbands, refusing to 
let go, and others held their babies in their arms, pleading with the fathers not to desert their children. 
The horse arrived and many of the men climbed onto his back, while others, persuaded by their wives, 
stayed behind, refusing to leave the island.s

    As the horse flew up into the air, the women shouted at their menfolk to come back, and many, still 
tied by emotional bonds to their women and children, fell from the horses back, only to find that as 
they reached the ground the women had turned into demons and were waiting to devour their flesh. In 
the end only very few men escaped from the island on the back of the horse, and they luckily lived to 
tell this story and prevent others from being fooled by the beautiful women. tt

The Prayer That Was AnsweredT

    The little room glittered with light from the butter lamps, arranged neatly on a low table in front of 
the shrine. In the light from the lamps one could pick out holy objects arranged on the shrine - the 
sacred books wrapped in cloth, the image of the Buddha, a framed picture of the Dalai Lama, silver 
offering bowls, and on the wall behind, with incense smoke curling around it, one could see the 
thangka painting of Tibet's patron deity and protector, Chenrezik, the bodhisattva of compassion, with 
eleven heads and a thousand arms. All around on the walls of the small room were paintings of other 
deities, all of whom were objects of devotion to the people of Tibet. There was a painting depicting 
Dolma, the female aspect of compassion, and Jamyang (Manjushri), the bodhisattva of wisdom.

�

    This room, the shrine room, was the richest in the tiny house, for the people of Tibet were a religious 
people whose lives revolved around the teachings of the Buddha, as expounded by the great gurus and 
saints who had achieved the ultimate state of enlightenment. The people believed that although the 
great saints had reached the state of enlightenment they were still concerned for the welfare of all 
beings, and remained to protect and guide them on their journey through this and future lives.

�

    So believed the old woman who sat in the corner of the shrine room, the beads of her rosary moving 
through her fingers as slowly she repeated the prayer of Chenrezik, OM MANI PADME HUM. Over 
and over again the powerful prayer rolled from her lips. The old woman was concerned, for she was a 
poor widow, without money or land; all she had in the world was an only daughter. The old woman 
knew that without a dowry to offer, her daughter would not be sought by the rich men of the land, and 
so would live her life in poverty and hunger. The old woman cared not for her own life, for it was 
almost over, but she wanted very much for her daughter to be prosperous and happy. It was for this that 



she prayed.s

    Now it happened that a poor man from a neighboring village heard of the old woman's daughter, and 
when he saw her in the market place he was so moved by her beauty that he determined to make her his 
wife. He knew that the mother would hardly be willing for her daughter to marry a man of such little 
substance, so he plotted to make the mother believe that he was rich and prosperous.

�

    Concealing himself in the shrine room of the old woman's house, the poor man waited for her to 
enter, make her offerings of food, and settle down to pray. The old woman prayed and prayed in 
earnest, begging for a rich man to come and take her daughter's hand in marriage. The poor man 
listened and waited for the old woman to finish; then, just as she was about to leave the room, he spoke.

�

    The old woman was startled when she heard the voice; seeing no one in the room she believed it to 
be the voice of the gods. She heard the voice say how in the morning of the next day a wealthy man 
would appear on a white horse, and would ask for her daughter's hand in marriage.

�

    The old woman was overjoyed. With her daughter she cleaned her house from top to bottom, making 
it ready for the rich man the gods were sending as a husband for her daughter. Then she prepared food 
and told her neighbors to make ready for a big celebration the next day, for her only daughter was to 
wed a rich man.w

    The next day the old woman and her daughter awoke early; the birds were singing and the blue of 
the sky contrasted with the fiery mountain peaks, bathed in the glow of the rising sun. The old woman 
and her daughter were excited and happy, and they settled themselves outside their tiny house to await 
the arrival of the man on a white horse.t

    Soon they caught their first glimpse of the man on the horizon. As he rode toward the house the 
daughter felt sudden pangs of foreboding. She wondered if he would be handsome and kind, and 
whether her married life would be joyful and happy as she anticipated. All these questions sprang to her 
mind; then she remembered this man was a gift from the gods so she need feel no fear.

�

    The poor man, dressed in garments his neighbors had lent him, and riding the white horse which was 
the only one he owned, stopped in front of the old woman's house, dismounted, smiled at the daughter 
and took her hand in his. The old woman found it hard to contain her excitement and bade the man 
enter her house to take refreshment. This he did, and after they had talked for a little while he asked the 
old woman if he could take her daughter's hand in marriage.o

    There was much joy, a celebration was held, and all the neighbors and friends gathered to wish the 
couple good fortune, for it was felt that here was a match that was truly made in heaven!

�

    The poor man took the girl, with her few possessions packed in a trunk, and they set off for his 
humble home in a nearby village. On the journey the poor man began to feel concerned about his 
deception. He was frightened that the girl would scream and shout when she saw that he was not a rich 
man at all, but a very humble peasant; he feared too that she would run away and be lost to him forever. 
The poor man, troubled by these thoughts, decided on a plan. He took the girls possessions out of the 
trunk and buried them in the earth. Then he ordered the girl into the trunk, telling her that he wished to 
surprise her when they reached his home. Once the girl was inside the trunk the man locked it and 
made his way home, leaving the girl in a ditch at the side of a forest path.m



    When he reached his home the poor man ran to the houses of his nearby neighbors, telling them that 
he was bringing home a nervous new bride, and warned them not to be concerned if they heard shouts 
during the night. Then he fitted strong new bolts to his door so that the girl would not be able to escape.

�

    While the poor man was away, a rich chieftan passed the spot where the imprisoned girl was lying in 
the trunk, awaiting the return of her husband. The chieftan ordered his men to open the trunk, and when 
he saw the girl inside he was so taken by her frail beauty that he took her away with him, leaving a 
fierce bear in her place inside the trunk.f

    The poor man returned to fetch his bride, tied a rope around the trunk and dragged it to his home. 
Inside the house he opened the trunk and was overwhelmed by the fierce bear, made more ferocious by 
its imprisonment and rough handling. The poor man screamed and shouted for help as the bear attacked 
him, but the neighbors took no heed of the noise, for they had already been warned.

�

    So the poor man who had plotted and pretended to be a god died at the hands of the savage bear, and 
the girl lived happily ever after as the wife of a rich chieftan. The old woman's prayers had been 
answered.a

    Whatever happiness there is in the world
    Has arisen from a wish for the
    Welfare of other beings.
    Whatever misery there is has arisen
    From indulging in selfishness.
    -Buddhist Precepts    

Pasmasambhava & the Felicity ScarfP

    There is a story told of Padmasambhava, the famous Indian teacher, who more than any other was 
responsible for bringing Buddhism to Tibet over twelve hundred years ago.r

    It is said that the Tibetan king, who was not a Buddhist, deeply resented the reverence and honour 
the people of Tibet were showing the great Indian teacher Padmasambhava. Indeed, it seemed to him, 
the people revered Padmasambhava more than they did their own king! So he decided to make sure that 
when the great teacher visited him, all the country's leaders would see this man, whom they honored so 
much, pay homeage to their king.m

    On the day of Padmasambhava's visit all the courtiers were assembeled to watch him pay his 
respects to their king, who waited to acknowledge the great teacher. The haughty king could hardly 
conceal his delight when Padmasambhava raised his arms as if to prostrate himself before the royal 
throne, but flames darted from Padmasambhava's hands and ignited the king's clothes, which were 
ablaze in seconds. As courtiers beat out the flames, the king, stifled by the smoke rising from the folds 
of his ceremonial scarf, tore it from his shoulders. Realizing the great teachers power, he threw himself 
at Padmasambhava's feet in submission and offered the scarf as a token of humility. Padmasambhava 
accepted the scarf, then returned it to the king, draping it around his neck as a blessing and signifying 
the victory of spiritual over temporal power.t



    And so it is said in Tibet, a land of few flowers, that Padmasambhava established the giving of katas, 
or felicity scarves, as a gesture of respect. ooo

Tibet's First KingT

    At the time when the Tibetans were ruled by twelve petty cheiftans, there was much discontent and 
fighting as they had no overall leader and were a country divided. It was during this period that the king 
of Vatsa in India had a son. The son was no normal child, for he was born with turquoise eyebrows, 
overhanging eyelids, and his fingers were connected by webs. The king was most distressed and all the 
court was frightened by this strange child. The king wanted to be rid of the boy, so he ordered him to 
be placed in a lead box and thrown into the river Ganges. When this task was completed the king and 
queen, together with the inhabitants of the palace, breathed a sigh of relief that they were now rid of the 
embarassing freak of nature.e

    The boy, however, did not die, he was found by a peasant, who on opening the box and finding the 
strange child inside was filled with much love for him, and took him home to live as one of his family. 
So the boy spent a happy childhood, loved and cared for by the peasant and his wife.

�

    When he was reaching adulthood the peasant thought it was time the boy knew about his strange 
beginnings, and so he related the story about how he was found in a lead box by the river Ganges. So 
that the boy would not feel that he had been abandoned the peasant tried to convince him that he was a 
very special person, in truth a "mighty one" of high birth. The boy, however, was saddened when he 
heard the peasant's story, for he had always believed that he was a part of the peasant's family and 
looked upon the man as his father. In grief the boy fled to the Himalayas and crossed the border of 
Tibet, wanting to spend his days alone in the shelter of the mountains.T

    There he came across some Tibetan priests of the ancient order, who upon seeing this strange young 
man declared him a god, for when they asked him who he was the boy answered that he was a "mighty 
one", and when asked from whence he had come the boy pointed to India across the mountains, but the 
priests thought he was pointing to the heavens.p

    Because of the language barrier they gave up efforts to communicate and the boy was placed on a 
wooden chair which was set on the shoulders of four men. The priests declare, "We shall make him our 
lord", and so he was known as "the neck chair mighty one" and was the first king of all Tibet. 

����

The WeathermakerT

    Once upon a time there was a wise man. He traveled throughout the vast land of Tibet, stopping at 
villages and towns wherever his services were required. He could foretell the future, he could tell a 
family the most auspicious days for traveling or trading, he could even change the weather! The wise 
man was much admired, and people paid well for his services.m

    From his appearences one could be forgiven for thinking him poor, but the people who were 
acquainted with him certainly knew better. To hear him talk one could easily mistake him for a man 



with a crazed mind, but the people who called on him for help certainly knew better. This strange man, 
in his ragged robe, with a large double-sided drum and a skull cap hanging from his belt, was neither 
poor nor stupid. He was, some said, possessed of magical powers. These magical powers he used for 
the good of all beings, but, and this was the crux of the matter, if anyone dared to cross his path he 
could turn his magical powers to other uses, and so destroy all opposition. He was known to everyone 
as the Weathermaker.a

    If anyone could by chance see what was contained inside the Weathermaker's chuba and bag, one 
would see many treasures, for he had no permanent home, carrying his belongings with him from 
village to village. To see him perform a ceremony was very awe-inspiring, and people would gather to 
watch, as the Weathermaker appeared to go into a trance-like state, banging his drum in ever-changing 
rhythms and making gestures with his free hand, summoning the power of the gods. He would sit for 
many hours, chanting in a low, deep voice that seemed to come from the very bowels of the earth, 
inviting the gods to shower their power and blessings upon the gathering. The Weathermaker's smile 
was like the sun, his whole face would light up, and his eyes reflected a warmth that one could not help 
but feel.b

    One day, after finishing a ceremony of blessing upon a household, the Weathermaker took the gifts 
of food that the family bestowed upon him, and proceeded to make his way to a village several days 
journey away. He was watched by a very large Hare, who with eyes full of greed and belly grumbling 
with hunger, gaved on the Weathermaker and his food with envy. "I will think of a way," he thought, 
"to rob the ragged rouge of his food," and so, with his mind busy on a plan, the Hare followed the 
Weathermaker as he journeyed.W

    Before they had gone very far, the Hare heard a fluttering of wings and felt the light touch of feet 
upon his back. It was a Magpie. "Hello, Hare," the Magpie said. "Have you been able to find food?" 
"No," replied the Hare, "I am weak and hungry; food is very scarce." "I know, my friend," the Magpie 
said, "let us travel together, maybe we will fare better." So the Magpie flew into the air, and followed 
the Hare on his travels.t

    Next day, the Hare and Magpie came upon a Fox. The Magpie became excited, dipping and soaring 
in the air. "The Fox looks very weak," said the Magpie to the Hare. "If he dies we will be able to feast 
on Fox meat." "Hello, Fox," the Hare said. "Where are you going?" The Fox lifted his head and spoke 
to the Hare, "I am very hungry," he said, "and so are my children. I am looking for food." "Come with 
us," invited the Hare, "we may do better if we travel together." And so, the Hare, the Magpie, and the 
Fox walked on together, but only the Hare knew that they were trailing the Weathermaker.

�

    Eventually they reached a forest where the shade of the trees was soothing to the animals. The 
Magpie stopped to pick some berries from a small bush, but these did not appeal to the Hare and Fox, 
who turned up their noses in disgust. Then, from behind a large tree, they spied the massive form of a 
Wolf. Petrified with fear, the Hare and the Fox froze where they stood, while the Magpie, screaming in 
terror, flew high into the sky and perched upon the topmost branch of a tall tree. The Wolf, disturbed 
by the noise of the Magpie, turned, to be confronted with the frightened gaze of the other two animals. 
"Do not be frightened," he groweled, "I am too old to kill." The Hare edged forward. "How do you eat 
if you cannot kill?" he asked. "That is a problem," the Wolf answered, "for I have children to feed." He 
looked sadly down at the ground. "I am not as swift and powerful as I used to be." "Come with us," 
invited the Hare, his huge brown eyes glinting with excitement. "I have a plan that might help us all." 
"And what is your plan?" said the Magpie, having left his place of security to join the conversation.

�



    "Well," said the Hare, "walking just ahead of us is a Weathermaker." "A Weathermaker!" the 
animals chorused. "How can he help us?" The Hare continued, "The Weathermaker is not a poor man," 
he said, "I have seen him put much food into his bags." At this the other animals suddenly became 
interested. "Now, what I suggest, is that you my friend," he said, pointing to the Fox, "lie in a ditch and 
pretend to be dead. The Magpie here will make noise to bring the Weathermaker to you." The animals 
listened intently. "When he leaves his belongings to look at you, the Wolf and I, being the strongest, 
will steal his goods and run away." "What if he catches me and kills me?" the Fox asked, much 
preferring not to be the one left in the ditch. "He will not catch you," chirped in the Magpie. "You can 
jump over his back and run away." Reluctantly, the Fox agreed to the plan. "But first," he said, "we 
must overtake the Weathermaker and none of us can run fast enough because we've had so little food."

�

    The Hare thought for awhile, then he said, "The Weathermaker is going to the next village. Now, if 
we travel by river we will overtake him befroe he gets there." The animals made their way down to the 
river, and luckily for them, there was a large log floating near the bank. The Hare, Fox, and Wolf 
climbed onto the log, and were soon slicing through the water with increasing speed, while the Magpie 
flew overhead ready to signal them as soon as they had overtaken the Weathermaker.

�

    When the Magpie saw that they had passed far enough in front of the Weathermaker, he gave the 
sign for the animals to land. This proved to be no easy task, and they were forced to abandon the log 
and swim for the shore, an experience that the Hare could well have done without! Just as the Hare had 
planned, the Weathermaker, on hearing the cries of the Magpie, and seeing the bird hover over a ditch, 
left his belongings and went to investigate. When he saw the Fox prone in the ditch, he thought it must 
be dead. "He has a fine coat," the Weathermaker thought, "I will skin him." Just as he reached into his 
chuba to bring out his knife, the Fox, unable to lie still a moment longer, leaped out of the ditch and 
was away.w

    When the Weathermaker, astonished, turned to watch the Fox in flight, he caught a glimpse of the 
Wolf and Hare as they disappeared into the distance carrying his belongings, being hotly pursued by 
the Fox and Magpie. When the animals felt that they were safe, they stopped to share the 
Weathermaker's belongings. The crafty Hare took charge of the proceedings, and to the Magpie he 
gave the Weathermaker's hat. To the Wolf he gave the Weathermaker's boots, and to the Fox he gave 
the large ritual drum, keeping all the food for himself. The animals were so pleased with their new 
possessions that they did not realize they had been deceived by the cunning Hare, and they all went 
happily on their way, each clutching his ill-gotten gains.h

    All did not go so well for the animals, however. Thw Wolf, in his brand new boots, went hunting for 
sheep. Being unable to run fast in his heavy footwear, he tripped, and was nearly killed as the sheep 
trampled him.t

    The Magpie, in the big new hat that nearly covered his body, sat under a yak. The yak let drop a 
huge yak-chip onto the hat, trapping the Magpie and nearly causing him to die of suffocation.

�

    The Fox went home to meet his family, who were anxiously awaiting his return. On a bridge that 
crossed a racing river, the Fox's wife and children stood, waiting to greet him. As he approached the 
bridge and saw his family waiting there, the Fox began to beat his ritual drum so loudly that his 
children threw themselves into the river in fright and were drowned.c

    Sonn, the animals all met again. The Fox, the Wolf, and Magpie all related to each other their tales 
of woe, but the Hare sat silently in the shade of a huge tree. After the animals had told their stories they 



all looked expectantly at the Hare. The Hare spoke, "Friends," he said, "we made a grave mistake. The 
Weathermaker has magical powers, and by stealing his belongings we have brought misfortune upon 
ourselves. You all think that you have suffered, but look at me." So saying, the Hare moved from the 
shadow of the tree that had hitherto kept him hidden. "I too have suffered," he said. "for while eating 
the Weathermaker's food I split my lip." The animals gasped as they saw the split in the Hare's lip that 
reached right up to his nose! The Hare continued. "All beings," he said, "human or animals, who look 
on me, should be warned, that to do evil, brings only suffering upon oneself."o

    And to this day, after many generations, the Hare still bears the mark of his cunning ancestor. 

���

SupparakaS

    Once, in the great seaport of Bhurukaccha some merchants were making their ship ready for a long 
voyage. At the same time a famous wise man was visiting the port. Although he was blind, he was by 
far the most renowned wise man in the whole of the kingdom, known for his great insight and 
compassion. When the merchants learned that such a great person was in their midst, they immediately 
sent for him and implored him to join them on their voyage.s

    "It will indeed be auspicious," said one of the merchants. "He has served the king," said another, 
"and predicted many things; we must ask him to be our captain!" So eventualy the wise man agreed to 
go with the merchants on their voyage, and the merchants named him Supparaka, meaning captain.
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    When the stars were visible in the crisp autumn sky and the winds were favorable, they set sail, 
bound for lands unknown, insearch of treasure with which to trade when they returned to Bhurukaccha. 
For one week they sailed without mishap, and then an unseasonable wind blew up. It tossed the ship to 
and fro unmercifully on the mighty ocean for many days, until finally they came to rest in a strange sea. 
The merchants were worried, for they had never been to such a strange place. Fish with bodies like 
humans and snouts as sharp as razors plunged in and out of the sea. They asked Supparaka, Men with 
razor nosings
    Plunging in and out,
    What sea is this? 

    Supparaka replied, 

    Merchants come from Bhurukaccha
    Seeking riches to purvey,
    This is Waves-Of -Razors Ocean
    Where the ship has gone astray. 

    What the merchants did not know was that the ocean was full of diamonds. Supparaka, in his great 
wisdom, knew this. He also knew that if he told the merchants there would be fighting among them, for 
greed did strange things to even the most peaceful people. So, pretending to cast for fish, Supparaka 
caught instead hordes of diamonds and concealed them on the ship.c

    They sailed on, driven by strong winds until they came to a sea that was blazing like a fire, like the 
sun at midday. The merchants took fright and asked Supparaka,s



    This sea appears like fire,
    It is like the sun,
    What sea is this? 

    Supparaka replied, 

    Merchants come from Bhurukaccha
    Seeking riches to purvey,
    This is Waves-Of-Fire Ocean
    Where the ship has gone astray. 

    In this sea was an abundance of gold, and Supparaka once again took this and concealed it together 
with the diamonds deep in the ship's hold.w

    The merchants by this time were getting very worried indeed. For many weeks they had been sailing 
on seas quite unknown to them and feared for their lives. They had not sighted land since they had 
departed from Bhurukaccha, but they seemed to be driven on in directions strange and wild. Navigation 
was impossible; it was as if some unseen force was guiding them. They decided to return to port, but 
after they had sailed for several days they found themselves in yet another unknown sea. This sea was 
gleaming like milk and curds. They consulted Supparaka,
    This sea appears like curds
    It seems like milk,
    What sea is this? 

    Supparaka answered them, 

    Merchants come from Bhurukaccha
    Seeking riches to purvey,
    This is Waves-Of-Milkcurd Ocean
    Where the ship has gone astray. 

    In this sea there was much silver, which Supparaka hauled aboard and hid from the merchants. They 
passed through two other seas, where Supparaka gathered emeralds and precious beryl stones, which he 
concealed along with the rest of his horde of diamonds, gold, and silver. Peacefully, the ship sailed on 
for many weeks, but the merchants were baffled by the fact that they had not sighted land for so long 
although their navagation should have brought them into familiar waters. They were still wandering in 
seas that they had never before encountered.s

    Suddenly, and terrifyingly, they came upon a vast ocean, where the waves rose like mountains, and 
the water swirled furiously, sucking downwards so that it formed a largs whirlpool. The swirling of the 
water, the crashing of the huge waves, and the dreadful roar of the mighty pit as it sucked downwards 
made it impossible for merchants to speak to one another without shouting. They called to Supparaka, 
in voices raised to hysterical screams,i

    Listen to this terrifying, horrifying inhuman sea,
    A sea like a pit and a mountain slope,
    What sea is this? 

    Supparaka replied,
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    Merchants come from Bhurukaccha
    Seeking riches to purvey,
    This is Roaring-Whirlpool Ocean
    Where the ship has gone astray 

    Then he continued, 

    If a ship reaches this sea, No return is possible. 

    There were seven hundred men on board the ship, when they heard Supparaka's words they all began 
to panic. Their wailing and screaming rose above the sound of the dreadful sea, in which they would 
surely lose their lives; they would be sucked into the huge pit of water and swirled downwards to 
oblivion.o

    When Supparaka heard their panic he felt a great surge of compassion for them. He directed the 
merchants to bring him fresh garments, some scented water and a bowl of food. They did as he 
requested. Supparaka knew that throughout his life he had tried to do good, never intentionally hurting 
any living being, and that if anyone could save the ship, it would be him.a

    After he had washed himself in the scented water, Supparaka put on the fresh clothes, ate his bowl of 
food, then made his way to the bow of the ship. When he had seated himself comfortably, Supparaka 
made the following asseveration of truth:m

    As long as I can remember, ever since I've grown up, I am not aware of having intetionally hurt even 
one living creature. By this truth, may the ship return safely.o

    For four months the ship had been wandering, but now it made straight for port, then travelled eleven 
hundred cubits over dry land until it finally came to rest at the door of a sailors house.
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    Supparaka portioned out the gold, silver, and precious stones among the merchants, giving each an 
equal share. Then he addressed them, saying,e

    With so many treasures you will have enough, Never to go to sea again. 

    When he had given them his advice he vanished to a city of devas. 

    In a former life, the Buddha was the
    wise man Supparaka and the merchants
    were his assembly.     

The CreationT

    In the beginning was voidness, a vast emptiness without cause, without end. From this great voidness 
there arose gentle stirrings of wind, which after countless eons grew thicker and heavier, forming the 
mighty double thunderbolt sceptre of Dorje Gyatram.
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    Dorje Gyatram created the clouds, which in turn created the rain. The rain fell for many years until 
the primeval ocean was formed. Then, all was calm, quiet, and peaceful; the ocean became clear as a 
mirror.m

    Slowly the winds began to breathe once more, gently moving over the waters of the ocean, churning 
them continually until a light foam appeared on the surface. Just as cream is churned into butter, so 
were the waters of Gyatso churned into earth by the rhythmic motion of the winds.
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    The earth rose like a mountain, and around its peaks murmured the wind, ever moving, tireless, 
forming cloud from which fell more rain, only this time heavier and full of salt, giving birth to the great 
oceans of the universe.o

    The center of the universe is Rirap Lhunpo (Sumeru) the great four-sided mountain made of precious 
stones and full of beautiful things. There are rivers and streams on Rirap Lhunpo and many kinds of 
trees, fruits, and plants, for Rirap Lhunpo is special - it is the abode of the gods and demi-gods.
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    Around Rirap Lhunpo is a great lake, and encircling the lake a ring of golden mountains. Beyond the 
ring of golden mountains is another lake, it too encircled by mountains of gold, and so on, seven lakes, 
seven rings of golden mountains, and outside the last ring of mountains is the lake Chi Gyatso.
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    It is in Chi Gyatso that the four worlds are found, each like an island, with its own particular shape 
and distinct inhabitants. The world of the East is Lu Phak and is shaped like the half moon. People of 
Lu Phak live for five hundred years and they are peaceful; there is no fighting in Lu Phak. The people 
have bodies like giants and faces shaped like the half moon. They are not as fortunate as us, however, 
for they have no religion to follow.f

    The western world is called Balang Cho and is like the sun in shape. As in Lu Phak the people are 
large and live for five hundred years, but they have faces shaped like the sun and they keep many kinds 
of cattle.o

    The land of the North is square in shape and is called Dra Mi Nyen. People of Dra Mi Nyen have 
square faces and they live for a thousand years or more. In Dra Mi Nyen food and riches are abundant. 
Everything a man needs in his thousand-year lifetime comes to him without effort or suffering - he 
lives in luxury, wanting for nothing. But during the last seven days of life pain and mental torture 
attack the beings of Dra Mi Nyen, for then they receive a sign that they are about to die. A voice comes 
and whispers to them - a terrible voice - saying how they will die and what monstrous suffering they 
will endure in the hells after death. In the last seven days of life all their riches and possessions decay 
and they endure more sufferings than we experience in a lifetime. Dra Mi Nyen is known as "The Land 
of the Fearful Voice."o

    Our own world in the South is called Dzambu Ling. At first our world was inhabited by gods from 
Rirap Lhunpo. There was no pain or sickness, nor did the gods ever want for food. They lived in 
contentment, spending their days in deep meditaion. There was no need for light on Dzambu Ling then, 
for the gods emitted a pure light from their own bodies.f

    One day one of the gods noticed that on the surface of the earth there was a cream-like substance, 
and tasting it he found it to be delightful to the palate and encouraged other gods to taste it. All the gods 
so enjoyed eating the creamy food that they would eat nothing else, and the more they ate the more 



their powers diminished. No longer were they able to sit in deep meditation; the light that once shown 
so brightly from their bodies began to fade, and finally was lost altogether. The world was clothed in 
darkness, and the mighty gods of Rirap Lhunpo became human beings.
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    Then, out of the darkness of night there appeared in the heavens the sun, and when the sun faded the 
moon and stars lit up the sky and illumined the world. The sun, moon, and stars appeared because of 
the past good deeds of the gods, and are a constant reminder to us that our world was once a peaceful, 
beautiful place, free from grasping, suffering, and pain.

b

    When the people of Dzambu Ling had exhausted the supply of creamy food, they began to eat the 
fruit of the nyugu plant. Each person had his own plant, which produced a corn-like fruit, and each day, 
as one fruit was eaten, another would appear, one a day, which was enough to satisfy the hunger of of 
the beings of Dzambu Ling.
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    One morning a man awoke to find that instead of producing only a single fruit his plant had grown 
two. Feeling greedy, he ate the two fruits, but the next day his plant was empty. Needing to satisfy his 
hunger, the man stole someone elses plant, and so it went on and on, each person needing to steal from 
another in order to eat. With theft came greed, and each person, afraid of being left without, began to 
grow more and more nyugu plants, having to work harder and harder to ensure that he would have 
enough to eat.

e

    Strange things began to happen on Dzambu Ling. What used to be the peaceful abode of the gods 
from Rirap Lhunpo was now full of men who knew theft and greed. One day, a man felt that his 
genitals were causing him discomfort and tore them from his body, becoming a woman. This woman 
had contact with men and soon had children, who in turn had more children, and in a short time 
Dzambu Ling was filled with people, all of whom had to find food and places to live.
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    The people of Dzambu Ling did not live in peace together. There was much fighting and stealing; 
indeed, the people of our world began to experience real suffering arising from the unsatisfactory state 
in which they found themselves. The people knew that in order to survive they would have to become 
organized. They all gathered together and decided to elect a leader of the people, whom they called 
Mang Kur, meaning "many people made him king." Mang Kur taught the people how to live in relative 
harmony, each with his own land on which to build a home and grow food.

h

    This is how our world came to be, how from gods we became human beings, subject to disease, old 
age, and death. When we look into the night sky, or bask in the warm brilliance of the sun, we should 
remember that, but for the good deeds of the gods from the precious mountain of Rirap Lhunpo, we 
would be living in total darkness, and but for the greed and desire of one person our world would not 
know the suffering it experiences today.
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    As long as any living being
    draws breath,
    Wherever he shall be,
    There, in compassion
    Will the Buddha appear,
    incarnate.

 



    - Ngon tok gyen


